


SBI MEMORY BASED PAPER 

DISCUSSION



PHRASE REPLACEMENT (Q1 TO Q5)



1. The modifications made by them in the draft were

so drastic that the entire emphasis had been shifted.

1. shall have been shifted

2. had shifted

3. was being shifted

4. had been shifting

5. No correction required

Answer: 2)

had shifted



2. It is reliable to learn that there is not

substantial evidence to prove his innocence.

1. is reliably learnt

2. reliably to learn

3. was reliable to learn

4. has been reliable learning

5. No correction required

Answer: 1)

is reliably learnt



3. He has now succeeded in overwhelming the

grief.

1. successful in overwhelming

2. successful to overwhelm

3. succeeded to overwhelm

4. succeeded in overcoming

5. No correction required

Answer: 4)

succeeded in overcoming



4. Despite their best efforts, they could not

convince the members by changing their decision.

1. and changed their

2. to change their

3. with changing their

4. in changing his

5. No correction required

Answer: 2)

to change their



5. The novel ideas suggested by the employee

were appreciated by the management.

1. have appreciated by

2. have been appreciated for

3. were appreciative of

4. had appreciated by

5. No correction required

Answer: 5)

No correction required



FILL IN THE BLANKS (Q6 TO Q10)

The following question has two blanks, each blank

indicating that something has been omitted. Choose

the set of words for each blank that best fits in the

context of the sentence.



6. Investors can think of putting in at least 10 per

cent of their savings in gold as it has the

_____________ to be an _____________ for the

portfolio in a fragile trade environment.

1. purpose, disturbance

2. status, inspiration

3. potential, insurance

4. possibility, indictment

5. reasoning, arrangement

Solution- 3

potential, insurance



7. Central banks across the globe are preparing to

loosen monetary policies, to _____________ their

respective economies and it is expected that gold

will continue the ongoing _____________ .

1. spur, momentum

2. inspire, synergy

3. enervate, juncture

4. encourage, matches

5. design, cooperation

ANS-1 spur, momentum



8. The bus stand is directly ________ the police

station.

A. around

B. in

C. away

D. nearby

E. behind

ANS- E. behind



9. The youngsters are preferring gadgets over cars

as they can continue using Ola and Uber for their

________ needs which is much more economical.

A. Mobile

B. Useful

C. Mobility

D. Important

E. Business

ANS- C. Mobility



10. The mechanic ………the vehicle since this

morning.

A. repaired

B. repairing

C. has been repairing

D. will be repairing

E. None of these

C. has been repairing



CLOZE TEST (Q11 TO Q15)










































